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Abstract
Discussion forums is a major component of MOOC platform. The teaching interaction in MOOC learning
process mainly occurs in discussion forums by topic. Aiming at the problem of students’ ability difference in
the course of MOOC teaching, in this paper a topic interaction model based on local community detection is
proposed. Through topic modeling for students’ interaction ability in discussion forums, local community
detection algorithm is used to classify students' various abilities reasonably. Through tracking and analyzing
student behavior information on a highly interactive MOOC platform, the accuracy rate of the proposed model
is obviously higher than that of the traditional assessment methods. The teaching practice using the model shows
that students’ abilities in all aspects are improved by means of pertinence classroom communication and
training.
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MOOC is an online course model that has sprung up in recent years (Ma, Zheng, & Zhao, 2015; Chen,
Davis, Lin, Hauff, & Houben, 2016). Unlike the traditional online teaching, MOOC combines online
comprehensive learning management with more open network resources in a brand-new form of knowledge
diffusion, and it pays more attention to the interaction between teachers and students. At present, MOOC is
attracting wide attention from educational institutions, especially the higher education colleges in various
countries. The problems of various online support technologies and management modes have become a research
hot issues.
Unlike the traditional distance education, open online courses and online applications based on the network,
the interaction of MOOC is stronger. Under the model of MOOC, course selection, classroom teaching,
students’ learning process, teacher-student interaction process and so on are fully and systematically realized in
MOOC platform. Most of the online interaction between teachers and students is carried out through the
discussion forum (Konstan, Walker, Brooks, Brown, & Ekstrand, 2015), which plays an indispensable role in
the whole teaching process and knowledge transfer process. However, since the course of MOOC relies heavily
on self-study, it requires learners to have strong self-study ability and interaction ability, but the level of students
is uneven, it will greatly affect the teaching effect of MOOC. Therefore, how to classify the different levels,
and according to students' needs and level how to determine teaching objectives has become the primary
problem which restricted the development of MOOC. This is a question of teaching reform, and also a technical
problem.
In this paper, a topic interaction model based on local community detection (LCD) is proposed for MOOC.
Taking "computer programming language" course as an example, through accurate platform user tracking, topic
model information collection and user behavior evaluation based on LCD algorithms, the learning situation and
the interaction in the discussion forum of each user were fully understood and mastered. It will provide a good
online platform and technical support for improving the quality of student training.

Preliminaries
Topic model
Garrison, Anderson, & Archer (1999) proposed a teaching transaction model to provide reference for
exploring the construction of MOOC discussion forum. The model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Elements of educational experience in the model
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The model defines cognitive presence as the degree to which learners can construct meaning through
continuous communication in any discussion forum. Teaching presence refers to the provision of subject
knowledge in professional fields and the promotion of active learning through the design and management of
learning sequences. In order to study the relationship between topic model and discussion forums, Blei, Ng, &
Jordan, (2012) proposed latent dirichlet allocation model, it is a three-level Bayesian probability model, which
is divided into three layers: word, topic and document. The model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Structure diagram of LDA topic model
The model can be used to detect potential topic information in large scale document sets or forums. As the
most effective topic model at present, LDA has been successfully applied to a large number of text related fields
(Jian-Hua, & Zheng-You, 2014; Li, Zhou, Sun, & Zhang, 2016; Mothe, & Rakotonirina, 2018; Liang, Liu,
Tan, & Bai, 2014).
In the LDA model, if the number of topics is K and the number of words is V, then each document is
considered to be a mixture of K different topics. Its distribution can be expressed as:
θ = [𝑃(𝑧1 ), 𝑃(𝑧2 ), … , 𝑃(𝑧2 )]
𝜃~𝑝(𝜃)~Dir(𝛼)
The probability distribution of V words in each topic can be expressed as 𝑃(w|z) , it can be defined by
𝐾 × 𝑉 matrix as follows:
𝜑1
𝑃(𝑤1 |𝑧1 )
⋮
[ ⋮ ]=[
𝜑𝐾
𝑃(𝑤1 |𝑧𝐾 )

⋯ 𝑃(𝑤𝑉 |𝑧1 )
⋱
⋮
]
⋯ 𝑃(𝑤𝑉 |𝑧𝐾 )

𝜑~𝑝(𝜑)~Dir(𝛽)
Each row in the matrix represents the probability distribution of all words in topic 𝑧𝑖 . At present, Gibbs
sampling structure (Gelfand, 2000) is used to converge to a Markov chain of target probability distribution. The
samples closest to the probability distribution value are extracted to indirectly estimate 𝜃 and 𝜑.
For generating the LDA model, a topic number 𝑤𝑖 ∈ 𝑧𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑉is randomly assigned to each word of
the m-th document in the corpus. Then the topic of 𝑤𝑖 is re-sampled according to Gibbs sampling method.
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(𝑘)

p(𝑧𝑘 |𝑍¬𝑖 , 𝑤) ∝ 𝜃̂𝑚𝑘 ∙ 𝜑̂𝑘𝑡 =

𝑛𝑚,¬𝑖 + 𝛼𝑘
(𝑣)
∑𝐾𝑘=1(𝑛𝑚,¬𝑖

(𝑣)

∙

𝑛𝑘,¬𝑖 + 𝛽𝑣

(𝑣)
+ 𝛼𝑘 ) ∑𝑉𝑣=1(𝑛𝑘,¬𝑖 + 𝛽𝑣 )

(𝑘)

(𝑣)

where ¬ represents 𝑤𝑖 is not included. 𝑛𝑚,¬𝑖 represents the number of topics in the m-th document. 𝑛𝑘,¬𝑖
represents the number of words in k-th topic. The above sampling process is repeated until converges of Gibbs
sampling.
Local community detection
Nodes in complex networks can be grouped with dense intra-group links and sparse inter-group links (Palla,
Derényi, Farkas, & Vicsek, 2005). The sub-network consisting of nodes in the same group and links between
nodes is called community in complex networks. Because of the large scale of the network in real life, it is
difficult to obtain the community structure of all nodes, and people tend to pay more attention to the local
community structure of some nodes. So we need to use a community detection algorithm which only considers
the local network topology structure (Seth, Bhattacharyya, & Kim, 2014; Moctar, & Sarr, 2016), one or more
seed nodes are specified firstly, and then the natural communities which these nodes belong to are mined.
Traditional local community detection algorithms include neighborhood-based merging framework
algorithm and random walk-based algorithm (Thakur, Tiwari, Thai, Chen, & Dress, 2009). Neighbor set
merging framework (Salehi, Rabiee, & Rajabi, 2012) merges nodes of neighbor set into subgraph by iteration
until the condition is not satisfied. But the disadvantage is that it is not suitable for dynamically updated
networks, and it has no robustness, and the selection of initial nodes has a great impact on the results. Random
walk algorithm (Shenvi, Kempe, & Whaley, 2003) finds some communities by random walk, and the
community structures are optimized according to the exchange of nodes between communities. In each iteration,
the optimal set of nodes is selected automatically, but it also has high space-time overhead and is not suitable
for large-scale networks. In view of the limitations of the above algorithms in mining local network
characteristics, a local community detection algorithm based on cluster-first walk and second-cut method (Li,
& Pang, 2014) is used to provide important algorithmic support for data analysis in the topic interaction model
in MOOC discussion forums in this paper.

Topic Interaction Model for MOOC Discussion Forums
Topic interaction model based on LCD
In order to embody the teaching process of MOOC, the topic interaction model expresses the user's ability
to interact in different aspects in the discussion forum as different "documents”. Each "document" divides the
user's specific performance ("word") into different levels ("topic"). The model is scored on a four-level system
(A-D), its structure diagram is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Structure diagram of topic interaction model
Because Gibbs sampling is suitable for classification of documents, and the process of learners’ acceptance,
understanding and application of new knowledge belongs to subjective activities, it is difficult to determine the
classification criteria for specific level, so the concept of local community detection is introduced. The complex
network is regarded as a kind of mapping of learner groups, in which learners act as nodes in the network and
the interactive relationships between learners act as edges, thus a whole sparse but locally dense topology
network is constructed.
Local community detection algorithm uses flow model to treat the network as a power grid，each link is
considered as a resistor, and the network topology can be calculated using the voltage or current of the node.
Users with typical performance of A, B, C and D levels in n specific evaluation aspects {𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , … , 𝑤𝑛 }, of 𝑑𝑖
are regarded as seed nodes:
𝑤𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 = {𝑤𝑠1 , 𝑤𝑠2 , … , 𝑤𝑠𝑛 }
𝑤𝑠𝑖 = {𝑤𝑖,𝐴 , 𝑤𝑖,𝐵 , 𝑤𝑖,𝐶 , 𝑤𝑖,𝐷 }
The initial value of the voltage of other nodes except seed node is zero. The voltage of current node i is
updated by iteration method according to the voltage of adjacent nodes.
𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑙 =

1
𝐾𝑖

∑

𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑗𝑙−1

𝑒𝑖 ∈𝑛𝑎𝑏(𝑒𝑖 )

where 𝐾𝑖 represents node degree, 𝑙 represents iteration times.
The voltage values of all nodes are arranged in descending order, and the Top-N nodes are selected to form
the network G. In the network G, the voltage of each node is calculated by iteration method, and then they are
arranged in descending order to get the ranking result 𝛷.
For different values of n, the Top-n nodes in 𝛷 are taken out as community 𝐺 ′ . Community integration 𝜓(𝑛)
are calculated as follows:
𝜓(n) = ∑ 𝜔𝑖𝑗 ⁄𝛺(n)
𝐸
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𝛺(n) = ∑ ∑ 𝜔𝑖𝑗 ⁄𝛺(n)
𝑗

𝑖

where 𝐸 represents the set of internal edges for the Top-n nodes, 𝜔𝑖𝑗 represents edge weight.
For all 𝜓(n), the peak values are found and the peak set C is composed:
𝜓(n) = max(𝜓(n − 4: n + 4))
The sharpest peak in set C is found, it is the optimal value:
n = argmax(𝜓(n − 4) + 𝜓(n + 4) − 2𝜓(n))
So the Top-n nodes in 𝛷 are the local community.
As shown in Figure 4, seed nodes are represented by black nodes, for the same level z in 𝑑𝑖 , local
communities of different w overlap with each other. Shadow nodes are located outside the overlapping area, it
indicates that some index of the node does not meet the z standard. Suppose that the nodes are contained by t
local communities, if 𝑡 ≥ 𝑛 − 1, the node is judged to belong to the level z, otherwise it will be automatically
reduced to the next level if it does not meet the standard.

Figure 4. Example of local community detection
Model application in MOOC platform
The course offered by myself on MOOC platform of Chinese University is taken as the research object. The
data in the course free discussion forum and the classroom discussion forum are used to classify students' various
abilities by the proposed model. In order to accurately evaluate the various capabilities of learners, learners’
operation and behavior in teaching and experiment pages are tracked and recorded comprehensively. It is
different from the traditional model of "score + final examination + experiment", in the MOOC platform,
learners access servers through any computer on the Internet, in the process of watching teaching videos, reading
experimental instructions, editing codes and submitting experimental reports, students’ online learning
efficiency, programming ability and experiment completion are divided into specific evaluation indexes.
Specific evaluation indexes are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
Specific Evaluation Indexes of Learners’ Performance
d corresponding ability
w corresponding evaluation indexes
𝒘𝟏 number of repetitions of watching the same video
𝒘𝟐 time length of fast forward video
𝒅𝟏 learning ability
𝒘𝟑 time of reading the lecture notes
𝒘𝟒 quantity of questions asked
𝒘𝟓 quality of questions asked
𝒘𝟏 average number of code input per second
𝒅𝟐 programming ability
𝒘𝟐 programming completion time
𝒘𝟑 number of times to consult help documents
𝒘𝟏 number of errors in code running
𝒘𝟐 experimental data and effects
𝒅𝟑 comprehension ability
𝒘𝟑 completion of the experiment report
𝒘𝟒 exercise completion time and correct rate
By tracking and collecting the online information, the topic interaction model automatically divides learners
into different categories by using LCD algorithm and feeds back to teachers.

Teaching application of topic interaction model
C programming language courses are selected to meet the following requirements: a large number of
students, a good reputation of the course, easy to understand the content of the course, and a large number of
posts in the discussion forum. Moreover, the selected courses have been completed and the discussion forum
has been closed, which makes the collected data objectively, truly and completely reflect the influence of the
topic in the discussion process of the discussion forum during the beginning of the course, and the observation
variables are simple and controllable.
The course had be held from March 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017. There were 1378 learners selected the course
and 7832 posts sent in discussion forum. The collected data were analyzed by factor analysis of variance firstly.
The number of learners’ responses to participating topics and those of non-participating topics were analyzed
to find whether there were significant differences between them.
In order to facilitate the analysis of variance, we evenly selected 50 topics that teachers participated in and
50 topics that teachers did not participate in according to the time distribution. Then the number of student
responses to these topics are counted. The number of responses from students on the topic is shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Number of Responses from Students on the Topic
Group
Observation number
Topics with teachers’ participation
50
Topics without teachers ‘participation
50
Table 3
Factor Analysis of Variance of Student Responses
SS
df
Between groups
116.721
1
Within group
486.321
100
Total
603.042
101

MS
116.721
4.86321

Sum
159
49

F
25.078

Mean value
2.9056
0.86468

Variance
7.1652
1.8682

P-value
2.27E-06

F crit
3.96265

The results of factor analysis of variance of student responses is shown in Table 3.
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From Table 3 we can see that there are significant differences (P<0.05) in the number of topic responses by
learners in MOOC discussion forum between with teachers ‘participation and those without teachers
‘participation.
Next, the course content is divided into two parts. Some students were taken as experimental subjects to
learn the first part of the content, they accept the traditional classroom teaching and the platform teaching
respectively. LCD model parameters are set as follows: Iteration times 𝑙 = 5, the maximum number of nodes
in a local community (i.e. the maximum number of interactions each time) is 15. After two iterations, truncation
is carried out to remove the nodes with less correlation. Then three iterations are performed on the truncated
network. The Top-N nodes in 𝛷 were taken to calculate the optimum value of community integration 𝜓(𝑛). At
this time, the 𝑁 ′ (𝑁 ′ ≤ 𝑁) nodes is the student group of corresponding grade z and evaluation index w.
Ability 𝑑1 − 𝑑3 were examined in turn, the intersection of local communities with different evaluation
indexes 𝒘𝟏 -𝒘𝟒 of A-D grade is obtained. Comparing with the reference data, the accuracy of the comprehensive
assessment of students’ performance is shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Accuracy of Traditional Assessment and Topic Interaction Model
Ability
Traditional assessment /%
𝒅𝟏
75.32
𝒅𝟐
66.12
𝒅𝟑
78.26

Topic interaction model /%
89.21
90.32
95.78

In traditional teaching, influenced by randomness and various uncertainties, it is impossible to accurately
evaluate the teaching effect and learners’ abilities only by the three assessment methods of homework, final
examination and experiment. The topic interaction model utilizes various specific evaluation indexes to mine
in-depth the valuable information of learners in learning and experimental behavior, it can avoid the greater
impact of randomness on the evaluation results, and it can achieve a higher accuracy rate.
On the other hand, based on the topic interaction model, different learning programs with different emphases
can be developed for each learner's relatively weak abilities. After discussion and counseling in discussion
forum, the learners used the platform to learn the second part of the course.
As shown in Figure 5, 93.8% of the learners’ learning ability, 93.3% of the learners' practical ability and
91.9% of the learners 'understanding ability have been improved.

Figure 5. Comparison of evaluation results before and after interaction in forum
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Increased learner number of each level after interaction in discussion forums is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Increased learner number of each level after interaction in discussion forums
From Figure 6 we can see that for ability 𝑑1, 𝑑2 and 𝑑3 , 87.2%, 66.9% and 65.7% of the learners whose
ability has been upgraded to grade A, respectively.

Conclusion
The proposed topic interaction model in MOOC discussion forum can accurately evaluate learners’ learning,
programming and understanding ability based on the tracking information of the MOOC platform. The model
can be used as an effective basis for teachers to conduct targeted guidance in traditional classroom, it would
pay more attention to ability training and comprehensive quality improvement, so it has strong practical value.
It can provide a successful precedent and exploration direction for promoting the integration of MOU and higher
education in China. How to further improve the accuracy of LCD algorithm and set more comprehensive and
effective evaluation indexes is the future research goal.
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